
 Theme your location 

Short term Plant Hire 
Set the Scene, Create a Theme 

Native, Tropical, Modern, Formal, Elegant, Bach, Zen, Retro 

Create a theme for any event, exhibition or function with our wide 

range of plants and containers. 

 Screening and Framing features 

Create focus for entrances, stage pathways with unique and striking 

plants. 

Channel groups and audiences—help people find their way. 

Partition spaces and screen areas with our portable plant wall system. 

 Cost effective means of improving presentation 

Lift the presentation of an environment or a location with temporary 

plant installation. 

Use plant walls, feature plants, palms, troughs or bulk planting. 

 Utilise our extensive variety—inside or out 

Our plant numbers mean we can achieve a consistent uniform look 

with a large amount of the same plant variety or provide a diverse 

range of varieties and sizes to create interest and impact 

No limit on numbers (large or small), from a small focused feature to a 

portable jungle. 
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 Presentation containers included 

Completely waterproof and mess free indoors. 

Enhance theme and presentation. 

Range of sizes, colors and design options available. 
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 About Hire Plants 

Established in 1979 and operating from our 2,000 sqm nursery in 

Avondale, Auckland we employ a team of 26 and provide tempo-

rary hire of indoor and outdoor plants for functions, expos and a 

wide range of events like rugby games, art expos & workshops, 

weddings, movie sets… 

We also provide long term hire and servicing of indoor and out-

door plants for small to large retail, hospitality, offices and public 

organisations.  

Our team brings in depth of experience and skills to provide our 

customers with innovative and sustainable solutions such as plant 

walls, indoor garden on automated irrigation, vertical or suspend-

ed plant installations to preserve floor space and also artificial 

PlantScapes for dark environments or with difficult to no access. 

We are committed to excellence in providing ‘PlantScapes with 

Purpose’. Simply put, we aim to ‘do good, be nice and think 

smart’. 

 With our temporary hire service, you can... 

Preview our stock on appointment at our open nursery — convenient     

access from Auckland central city. 

Have 24/7 drop off and pick up from our installation team. 

Achieve quick turn around from request to installation from our team. 

Receive free advice, consultation and quotation during event planning 

from our order and sales team . 

Use our web catalogue to plan your PlantScaping. 

Hire at the same flat fee for up to a week of hire (casual hire charged 

weekly thereafter). We offer great rates for longer term events. Contact us 

for conditions and pricing.  
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 One plant, many purposes 

Attract customers to your stand Dress an Entrance 

Enhance the view 

Support your brand 

Create a Focal Point Create a Pathway 

 Let us help you design your Event 

Expos 

Functions and Events 

Weddings  

Production 

Homestaging 

Contact us to talk about your upcoming events  

Come visit us, on appointment, at our nursery  

Get inspired with our online gallery and online catalogue  

Tropical Theme Native Theme 

Soften an area 


